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and her time machine!
HOW 16 MOMS ARE BENDING TIME TO GET THEIR SHOPPING DONE
the year is 2010. the city, chicago.

deborah, a 40-something mother of three, begins
her day....

meanwhile, debra, a 30-something mother of
a todder, assumes her roles. she is...
a wife

Mom!

a mom

an intern

a student

exhausted

Mom!

deborah

4:45

waah!

AM

up at
4:45 shower,
clean house in order
to see a patient at
5:30 am in home for 1.25
hrs., get kids ready for
school pack lunches,
showers, pick up, Check
email, write to do list,
pay bills, volunteer at
school, go to grocery
store, run other
errands, post office,
doctors appts, pick up
kindergartner @10:45,
have lunch. attend a
meeting, do some work
on computer. bills,
bank, shop, browse,
reading/math with son,
put son down for
nap. get on computer.
browse, plan, shop,
pick other kids up from
school, do homework
for 1 hour, drive to
either soccer, tutor,
gymnastics, make
dinner,pick up kids from
activities, kids bed time
routine shower books
etc, pick up house. get
ready for next day,
get on computer. look
for clothers for kids,
dresses for daughters
events. recipes. bank,
may have meeting, work
or social outing, hop
on computer when i get
back. check email which
sends me all over the
internet browsing
deals etc.

Pay Bills

there isn’t enough time to
get it done. I’m ready to pass
out in the middle of everything
because I’m so tired.
debra

night!
night!

night!

ramona

across the city, similar stories...

99% of
what needs to
be done seems
to fall to me
to get done!

climbing
a mountain, it’s a
very strenous activity,
and you can’t give up
or you’ll never make it
on top. that’s what it’s
like taking care of my
family.

heidi

barb

wanda

carolyn

marian

I
have a full
plate!
karen a.

i have
a lot of balls
up in the air,and
it’s a juggling act
not to let any of
them fall.

carrie
lisa

and yet...

has time
turned
against
these
moms?
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ramona: at the end of the day,
when I’ve reached the top of my mountain, I feel
very rewarded and wouldn’t trade it.
barb: I enjoy being home daily and preparing
dinners, going shopping and looking for deals on
other items. I makes me feel useful and it feels as if I
am taking the time to run a stable, happy home.
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dawn

12

5

lisa: I feel that everyday is better than the
last with my son. He is learning so many new things
each day and it is exciting to watch the world through
his eyes. My husband and I are amazed how much he has
changed over the last nine months. I enjoy that I am
responsible for taking care of my home and family.
carolyn: I am a content juggler of my
household. I have a smile on my face because I
really enjoy all of the individual things I need to do
and get a sense of satisfaction when all of them
mesh well. It is a feeling of accomplishment.

karen z.

mary

karen E.

wendy

... THEY REPORT ENJOYING DOING
ALL of THESE?

what are they doing to manage such incredible feats?

time-bending powers!

it appears that
these 16 moms
are using the
internet to
manage their
time. most
reported high
levels of
satisfaction
with online
shopping as
a means of
fulfilling
their home
and family’s
shopping needs.

shrink/ stretch time!

1

participants noted time savings as a benefit of online
shopping, but they also stated the importance of research
for price and product comparisions.

2

3 stop/ restart time

maximize time

4

1 shrink/

5 split time

stretch time

2

trap time

maximize time!
participants reported that using the internet
for their shopping needs has allowed them to
do more with less time.

marian: This is a very desirable
shopping experience if I don’t
make hasty decisions.
debra:
Normally my
needs and want
online include
fast shopping and
fast check out
with minimal time
not spent with
my family.
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amazon.com

karene: I don’t believe
in flushing our hard earned
money down the drain. if you
do your homework, you can be
pretty certain you’re getting
the best deal possible.
target.com
nordstrom.com

11

5

9 1

deborah: It saves time to not have to go from store
to store to store. good use of time. I can hit many sites
and do my research without feeling bad about wasting a
salesman’s time or wasting my time driving to all of these
places if they are even available to drive to.
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landsend.com
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...and re-restart it!

stop time...
participants reported that they are able to
perform other tasks while shopping online.
this shopping style allows them to stop
browsing-to answer phone, do some laundry,
or check on a sleeping child-and resume their
browsing after taking care of their other
responsibilities.

deborah: I’m Able to talk on the phone if needed.
I Can leave and put a load of laundry in. i Can write
things down and come back later. At my fingertips.

4

trap time!
they reported defining
their store hours. they
are containing shopping
time to when their
family responsibilities
are least demanding.
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split time!
finally, some participants reported that a desirable online shopping
allows them to take care or be with their family while shopping. this
is something they were unable to do before when they had to choose
between dragging their kids to the stores with them, thereby adding
stress to the shopping experience, or leaving them behind, thereby
reducing time spent together.
dawn: my husband and
kids are each in the room also
doing their own things. I typically
would prefer to shop alone in the
stores, but when online I enjoy the
company of others in the room.
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dawn: I am more
of a night person and 7I
really enjoy when stores have
their extended holiday hours
in December and they are open
until midnight. I put the kids to
bed and that is when I enjoy
shopping but that really isn’t an
option in most stores most
times of the year.
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karen z: I can shop,
at home, from anywhere in
the house with a drink next to me
and my daughter playing near-by.
She loves going to the store, but
everything is much more difficult
when it is just the two of us.
Ideally, I am shopping for fun stuff
on Amazon and everything is
relaxed.
Karen e: My son is playing happily
with his toys and my husband is making
me dinner.

have they finally defeated time?

deborah:
It appears
overwhelming and
can be very difficult....
but I jump in whole
heartedly and enjoy
every minute of the
experience. In the end
I look back and am
proud.
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meanwhile, a new gathering of super villains...
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to be continued...

